


Symbiosis
s What are some different ways that you relate to  your 

friends, family, community, and pets?

s God created living things to interact with each other in 
many ways.

s One of these ways is symbiosis.

s Symbiosis is a close relationship between 
two or more living things of different 
species.

s Scientists identify three kinds of 
symbiosis: mutualism, 
commensalism, and parasitism.



Symbiosis:
Mutualism

s Mutualism is a relationship 
between two living things of 
different species in which both 
benefit.

s An example of mutualism is the relationship between a sea 
anemone and a clownfish.

s The sea anemone provides the clownfish with a safe home.

s The clownfish is protected from predators while swimming 
about the anemone.

s In return, the clownfish chases away the anemone’s 
predators and eats the anemone’s parasites.



Symbiosis:
Mutualism



Symbiosis:
Commensalism

s Commensalism is a relationship between two living 
things of different species in which one benefits while 
the other is neither helped nor harmed.

s An example is barnacles and whales.

s Barnacles attach themselves to the bodies of slow-
moving whales.

s As the whales swim, the barnacles 
catch and eat small plants and 
animals in the ocean water.

s The whales are neither harmed 
nor helped.



Symbiosis:
Commensalism



Symbiosis:
Parasitism

s Parasitism is a relationship 
between two living things 
of different species in 
which one benefits and 
the other is harmed.

s A parasite is a living thing that lives on or inside of 
another  living thing called a host.

s It steals nutrients from the host’s body. 



Symbiosis:
Parasitism
s For example, some kinds of wasps 

lay their eggs under the skin of 
hornworms.

s The eggs hatch inside the 
hornworm.

s The larva feed inside the host’s skin.

s They spin tiny white cocoons on the outside of the 
hornworm’s body.

s After the wasps leave the cocoons, the hornworm 
dies.



Symbiosis:
Parasitism



Scripture 
Spotlight

Which type of symbiotic relationship is demonstrated in 
this story about Elijah? Read 1 Kings 17:1-6.



Scripture 
Spotlight

Which type of symbiotic relationship is demonstrated in 
this story about Elijah? Read 1 Kings 17:1-6.

Commensalism is demonstrated because Elijah was 
helped, but the ravens were neither helped or harmed.



Limiting Factors

s Recall that a population is a group of the 
same species living in an area at the 
same time.

s As an example, think about a muskrat 
population in a marsh.

s How big can a muskrat population grow in the marsh?

s That depends on the carrying capacity of the marsh.

s Carrying capacity is the largest number of individuals 
of one species that an environment can support 
without harmful effects.



Limiting Factors

s Population size is the number of living things in a 
group of the same species.

s Sometimes a population has everything it needs to 
stay alive.

s When this happens, the population will increase.

s However, a population cannot continue to increase 
forever.



Limiting Factors

s A limiting factor is something that keeps the size of 
a population from getting too large.

s Limiting factors may include resources organisms 
need to live, such as water and living space.



Limiting Factors:
Food

s Food can be a limiting factor.

s Muskrats live in marshes and 
other wetlands.

s Female muskrats can have 
three to four litters in a year, 
and a litter can be three to ten 
offspring.

s So the number of muskrats in a 
marsh can increase very 
quickly.



Limiting Factors:
Food

s Sometimes they eat all the 
plants in the marsh.

s Then the muskrats either 
starve to death or move to 
another area.

s At the point, the marsh has 
reached its carrying capacity 
for muskrats.



Limiting Factors



Limiting Factors:
Territorialism

s A population may be limited by interactions among 
individual members of the same species or different 
species.

s Territorial behavior or 
competition for space 
can be an important 
limiting factor on 
population size.



Limiting Factors:
Territorialism

s Coyotes are considered carnivores, but they also eat 
fruit and other plant foods. 

s Coyotes use their territories to feed, to make their 
dens, and to raise their pups.

s They do not form packs like 
wolves, but they do hunt in 
family units or in pairs.

s They hunt deer, birds, 
sheep, and even mice.



Limiting Factors:
Territorialism

s Other carnivores, such as 
bears, display territorial 
behavior that influences 
the availability of shelter, 
mating, hunting space, 
food, and water.

s Adult bears will drive young bears from their 
territories.

s They may even drive away their own cubs once they 
reach a certain age.



Limiting Factors:
Territorialism

s Territorial behavior is  not limited to large mammals.

s Finding a suitable habitat, shelter, food, water, and 
living space is a key factor for all wild species.

s Birds, for example, will 
defend their nesting 
grounds using calls and 
by chasing off intruders.



Limiting Factors:
Predator-Prey Cycles

s Predators are important liming factors in an 
ecosystem.

s The graph shows 
the changes in the 
wolf and moose 
populations on Isle 
Royale, an island in 
Lake Superior, over 
a period of 50 
years.



Limiting Factors:
Predator-Prey Cycles

s The changes in 
populations 
shown on the 
graph are called 
predator-prey 
cycle.

s The high points on the graph show when each 
population is large.

s The low points show when each population is small



Limiting Factors:
Predator-Prey Cycle

s When the moose population grows large, 
the wolves have a lot of moose to eat.

s Soon, the wolf population grows larger.

s When the more wolves eat the moose, the moose population 
begins to decrease.

s Soon there are fewer moose to eat.

s The wolf population decreases as wolves starve from lack of food 
or migrate to another area to find food.

s Then, the moose population begins to grow, and the cycle begins 
again.



Limiting Factors:
Predator-Prey Cycle



Scripture 
Spotlight

How is Satan described in 1 Peter 5:8?



Scripture 
Spotlight

How is Satan described in 1 Peter 5:8?

Satan is portrayed as a predatory lion in 1 Peter 5:8. 



Limiting Factors:
Weather

s Weather was a limiting factor for 
the moose population on Isle
Royal in the 1950’s.

s A weather pattern of snow, rain, 
and freezing temperatures formed 
a hard crust on the snow. 

s The wolves could run across this crest because their bodies 
were light.

s Because the moose were heavier, their feet went through 
the crust.

s They couldn’t move fast enough to escape from the wolves.



Limiting Factors:
Disease

s Disease was a limiting factor for the wolf-population 
on the same island in the 1980’s.

s For several years, the wolf population increased.

s Then many wolves died in a short period.

s Scientists found out that 
canine parvovirus was 
accidently introduced by 
humans and caused the 
wolves to die quickly.



Limiting Factors:
Disease

s Isle Royale Notational Park was  
home to more than 1,000 moose in 
2002.

s By 2007, the moose population on 
the island was driven to its lowest 
ebb in over 50 years by disease.

s The herd numbered less than 400 members, its lowest 
since the researchers began the predator-prey study.

s By 2012, only one wolf pack remained on the island.


